Loving one another. Learning for our future .

‘Our school community is inspired by the parable of the Good Samaritan from
the Bible (Luke 10:25-37), where we are encouraged to love one another with courage and
compassion. Through friendship, kindness and thoughtfulness, we will nurture each other to
learn and flourish as individuals.’
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SPECIAL DATES

Year 3’s Blog



Hello St Cuthbert, welcome to our excellent blog!
This week we learned about debit and credit cards. We designed our debit
cards and labelled them. We had £50 and we had to spend it in a
Sainsbury's menu we had to buy stuff for our BBQ. We did a roleplay
about debit cards and we went in groups

Class photos 5th July - during
the school day

We role-played how to use debit cards. We grouped into three different teams and explored
different scenarios. Such as what to do if your debit card is stolen or lost and if you lent your card
to someone else. Next we solved tricky word problems involving length. We converted mm to cm,
one cm is equal to 10 mm.
In English we learnt how to create adjective, noun and verbs using suffixes. E.g. dark (adjective) darkness (noun), play (verb)-playfully (adverb) and Hoover (noun)-hovering (verb). Later on we
analysed shape poems. We looked at a poem called skyscraper. We wrote it in a shape of a tall
building. After we planned our shape poem then we wrote the shaped poem.
In Geography we are learning about the rainforest layers such as the forest floor, the understory
layer, the canopy layer and the emergent layer. We also explored the plants and the animals that
live in certain parts of the rainforest. Jaguars, snakes, frogs, beetles, bees, monkeys, bats, l
eopards and butterfly’s live in the understory layer. There are plants in the rain forest that can
heal different diseases, even cancer. By Anand and Adan

Achille YN “We read The
Whale and the Snail. When
the storm came the snail hold
onto the whale’s tail. Then
they went home to rest.”

Year 6’s Blog
Welcome to year 6’s tremendous Blog!
In English, we have been learning about Alice in Wonderland. We
wrote the journey down the rabbit hole from the rabbit’s perspective.
In the hole, there were many different things: chairs, bookshelves,
maps and lots more! In the story. The difference between the main
story and his perspective is that in the original story, no one knows what is in the hole but in
the rabbit’s perspective he knows everything about the mystical hole. We also wrote about
Oliver Twist and him meeting Fagin and Dodger. We wrote about the build up to the house or
him entering Fagin’s house
In Maths, we have been learning about money. We learnt how to freeze credit card account
by going on your mobile device. To stop from someone else using our credit card. By tapping the freeze button on the bank app such as Barclays, Lloyds and Metro. We did a
demonstration on a credit card stolen from a shopper. There was someone who was the
cashier, thief and the customer. The thief stole the card and the customer froze the card
and brought a new one.
In Music, we have been practising a play from the Jungle Book. The performance is on the
15th of July parents are invited to watch. We’ve been prioritising the songs because they are
the most difficult parts of the play to remember. We stuck to the original story with all the
characters. Everyone in our class is participating. It will be awesome! By Rayan and Jamal

Alexander YR “We used
fake and real money to buy
ice-cream. I used the casher
to sell the ice-cream.”
Ajwa Y2
“In Science we
experimented
with materials
and found out
that plastic is
stretchy, wood is
not
flexible and coins
don’t change shapes.”
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“Skill is only developed by hours
and hours of work.” Usain Bolt
Wisaf Y1 “In English we have been
rewriting the story of ‘Where the
Wild Things are’. We put new ideas
like Max went to he beach instead of
the land of the wild things.”

Martin Y2
“In maths we
have been learning about mass and
weights. We weigh pencils and objects on the balance scale and wrote

Adnan Y1 “In Geography we are
leaning about the UK. We are
learning about capital cities of the
countries. Cardiff is capital city of
Wales and Edinburgh is Scotland’s.”

Year 4’s Blog
Welcome to Year4’s best blog!
In English we continued our poem
topic. We spotted and underlined
the nouns, adjectives, verbs and
adverbs in a short poem called Summer Days. We then
chose a word to describe and put the descriptions in different categories like adjectives and verbs. E.g. a strawberry is
a noun, it moulds is a verb, delicious is an adjective and
how it moulds, which is rapidly is an adverb. On our next
lesson we replaced the noun in the poem with other pronouns about little red riding hood, like ‘the Wolf ate
Grandma’ to ‘he ate her’.
In Maths we learnt about money and how credit cards and
debit cards work. We described how to keep our money safe
as well as personal information when using online shopping. Then we made our own credit card and then copied
information in our own words. Next we learnt about angles
as measure of turn. Clockwise quarter turn is East and half
turn is South. If we go anticlockwise we get West and
South. We also learnt to recognise right angles in shapes
like in triangles and squares. One right angle is a quarter
turn and two right angles make a half turn.
In Geography we learned to understand the human and
physical features across the UK. We found London on the
map and then stuck pictures in our book about places in
London. We learned about Urban and Rural. Urban is a city
and Rural is the countryside. We stuck words in our book
showing positive things about Rural and negative things
about Rural. We did the same to show positive things about
Urban and negative things about Urban. A positive example
of an urban area is that it has more jobs, and negative
points about urban area is that its pollution and crowdedness. By Ehlan and Hera

HEADTEACHER’S LETTER
Dear St Cuthbert children and pupils,

On such a sweltering day, how refreshing to be able to
begin today’s newsletter with a focus on the ocean! Great
and deep thoughts about our oceans were taking place last
week as our pupils celebrated World Ocean day and all the
amazing creatures found within our seas. So taking a walk
through classes this week, I have discovered an array of
sea creatures displayed - a colourful reminder that we can
all be championing for cleaner and healthier oceans.
However, other celebrations
have been taking place as
well, and on my walkabout
yesterday, I was fortunate
enough to discover pencils
and pens across our school
busily at work creating
masterful poems and
narratives. Well done and
thank you to St Cuthbert
pupils for energetically
generating unique ideas, ambitious vocabulary and high
presentation standards –
despite the sizzling temperatures!

Just before closing, and as a
special mention, I would like
to sincerely thank Mr Simon
Atkinson, our SLT (senior
leadership team), and our
staff team for stepping in
and up during my absence
this past month. Truly
appreciated,
especially
given the
busy weeks
of May.
And finally,
as we head
into our weekend, very best wishes for a restful two days.
Gill Putterill and the St Cuthbert Teaching Team.

This Week’s
Attendance
Class Attendance

Our prayers for the Grenfell
community following our
remembrance worship on Tuesday.

Y3

98.0%

Y5

94.3%

YN

91.3%

YR

91.3%

Y4

91.1%

Y1

90.1%

Y6

90.0%

Y2

87.1%

Total

91.5%

Year 5’s Blog

Year 1’s
great
Geography
home
In English we had different sentences
learning
to choose from and we turn them
project
into evocative sentences (evocative
about
means: To bring strong memories
various UK
and feelings to mind). An example is ‘six birds flying above the
attracsea’ to ‘a flock of birds, as pure as snow, soared above the
tions.
bubbling sea’.
Welcome to Year 5’s tremendous
blog!

In Art we continue to work on digital art. We had four pictures, two from Davida Enara and two from David Hockney.
We looked at the pictures and described the images. Davida
Enara’s was inspired by the Nigerian history, David Hockney
didn’t have an inspiration but he really wanted to explore the
digital art world. Here’s is an interesting fact about David
Hockney, he started his digital art in 2009 when he purchased
his first iPad.
This week is money week, so in Maths we learnt about money.
In our first lesson of money week we were discussing about
different banks and how to keep your money safe. Then we
drew a padlock in our books and wrote 5 things around it
about how to keep your money safe; here are 2 examples: Be
secure on banking websites and NEVER share your pin or
password with anybody. In our second lesson of money week,
we learnt about savings. Then we did a sheet where we
matched scenarios with the best payment methods. Then we
had two choices to make a map for banks or create an
invention that helps to save money.

Incredible RE displays with children’s drawings
and bottled storms from Nursery and Reception
classes based on their lessons on how Jesus calmed
the storm.

In Geography we had two maps where it shows every important river in Europe. After we went on the Chromebooks
and checked the source, mouth, lengths and the countries it
flows through. Did you know the longest
river in Europe is the Volga River, and it’s
also the most polluted river in the world?
By Dani and Mojtaba.

Graduation Dates
YN
YR
Y1
Y2

Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6

Graduation
Day
Wednesday
13th July
Tuesday
19th July
Monday
11th July
Monday
18th July
Tuesday
12th July
Wednesday
20th July
Thursday
21st July
Friday
22ndJuly
Rose Assembly

Time

Children learning important life skills during Money Week while
enjoying the sun in our play ground. We created a 21.25m Money Boa
and raised £65 for Maths equipment.
Summer Term - After School Club Program

2.15pm

Nursery and
Reception 3:00-3:45

Ks1
3:30-4:30

Ks2
3:30-4:30

Board Games/
Colouring
Ms Maxey
15 children £30 per term

Athletics/sports Club
Mr Reid / Mr Routledge
20 children £30 per term

Coding Club
Miss Head
20 children £30 per term

Art Club/Tapestry
Ms Ichinkhorloo
15 Children £30per term

Drama Club
15 Children £30 per term

Junk Modelling
Ms Burns
20 children
£30 per term

Sports/football
Mr Reid / Mr Routledge
20 children £30 per term
Science club
Miss Boateng
15 children £30 per term
Homework
Miss Smith/ Mrs Trewick
15 children £30 per term

2.15pm
Monday

2.15pm
2.15pm

Tuesday

2.15pm

Wednesday

No Club

No Club

2.15am
2.15pm

Thursday

2pm
Friday

Construction Club
Ms Maxey
15 children£30 per term

Homework club
Miss Smith/ Mrs Trewick
15 children
£30 per term

No Club

No Club

Keyboard Club
Ms Nicholls
10 children £30 per term

STAR LEARNERS OF THE
WEEK

Congratulations to you all!

ST CUTHBERT

Sondor

For showing her ideas in
the class group.

YN Vega

For a great storm in a
bottle with glitter.

Y
R

TyeAnthony

For always being a
thoughtful and attentive
member of the class.

YR Younes

For not only an incredible
face file on a shark , but
for recalling each face you
wrote.

Y1 Bibi
Amina

For always completing
your homework to a high
standard.

Y2 Petar

For completing
homework every week to
a constant standard.

Y1 Mesbah

For creating a thoughtful
story map.

Y2 Mariatou

For being an excellent
example of our school
vision. showing kindness
and consideration.

ENGLAND
PRIMARY SCHOOL

Originally founded as a
choir school for St
Matthias Church, our
school has a rich
heritage of education
within the context of a
Christian framework.
Our school can look
back at over a century
of
providing
an
excellent education for
the children of our
community. We have
the highest expectations of each one of
our children and we
work to ensure that
every child leaves our
school having gained
all the important skills
and knowledge that
will help them become
successful in their
future life.

Y3 Ashley

For taking pat in class
discussions and sharing
great ideas.

Y4 Ehlan

For thoughtfully
participating in lessons.

Y5 Mouemin

For his perseverance when
writing evocatively.

Y6 Mujtaba

For an astronomical
improvement in writing!
You should be proud of
your progress this year.

DOUBLE PARKING
Please can parents respect our request not to double-park at drop-off
and pick-up times. This creates danger
for our pupils and blocks exits and
entrances for residents. If this issue
persists, the residents will take action
by asking the council to block the road.

Puzzle time
St Cuthbert with
St Matthias CE
School

Congratulations to you all!

Y
N

WITH ST MATTHIAS
CHURCH OF

PRESENTATION HOTSHOTS
OF THE WEEK

Y3 Mekheseb For creating
‘Mathematician of the
Term’ poster. 
Y4 Lillymae

For her beautiful
homework presentation.

Y5 Yasin

For a beautifully
presented project on
rivers.

Y6 Sara

For completing her
homework to high
standard as always.

Answer to last week’s puzzle

There will be exciting prizes, for
the right answer to this week’s
puzzle handed in on Thursday.
Please write your name and
answer on a separate piece of
paper. Good luck!

Earls Court Farmers’ Market

Warwick Road
Earl’s Court
London
SW5 9UE
Phone: 020 7373 8225
Fax: 020 7460 0424
E-mail:
info@scwsm.rbkc.sch.uk
WEBSITE:
www.scwsm.rbkc.sch.uk

Earls Court Farmers’ Market open on Sundays
at our St Cuthbert's with St Matthias School.

Every Sunday 10am-2pm
The freshest, most seasonal produce direct from
the farm, fishing boat, bakery or dairy. Every
Sunday come and shop, meet your friends and
neighbours. The farmers market is the friendliest place to shop, try something different, talk
to our farmers and fishermen, see what they
recommend for dinner! Bring the whole family.
Kids love farmers’ markets too.

